Dynatrace delivers software intelligence to simplify cloud complexity, boost application security, and accelerate digital transformation. With the deepest and widest hybrid and multicloud observability, continuous runtime application security capabilities, and powerful AIOps, the Dynatrace Software Intelligence Platform delivers precise answers about the performance and security of applications, the underlying infrastructure, and the experience of all users. It also enables IT, development, security, and business teams to automate cloud operations, release more secure software faster, and deliver unrivaled digital experiences.

A unified platform

Leave the bag of tools behind. Tame modern cloud complexity and accelerate innovation with a single platform that is purpose-built to support the broadest array of BizDevSecOps use cases.

Everything you need to tame the modern cloud

- **OneAgent**: Continuous, automatic discovery and observability across the full stack.
- **Smartscape**: Automatic, real-time topology and dependency mapping with context.
- **PurePath**: End-to-end distributed tracing with code-level analysis.
- **Davis AI**: Precise answers with root cause for enhanced performance and security in multicloud environments.
- **Grail**: Unified observability, security, and business data with contextual analytics and massively parallel processing.
- **Hyperscale**: Scalable across hundreds of thousands of hosts, millions of entities, and the largest multiclouds.

*Statistics current as of October 2022*
2005
Dynatrace founded in Linz, Austria

2006
Introduced PurePath, pioneering distributed tracing with code-level analysis

2015
Reinvented the Dynatrace platform to meet the demands of cloud-native environments

2018
Expanded the Dynatrace platform with Session Replay, Digital Business Analytics and Digital Experience Monitoring Modules

2020
Expanded the platform with the Dynatrace Application Security Module optimized for Kubernetes and DevSecOps

2021
Expanded the platform with the Dynatrace Cloud Automation Module, and launched the Dynatrace Software Intelligence Hub

2022
Expanded the platform with the Grail™ causational data lakehouse to unify observability, security, and business data

A bold history

Backed by powerful partnerships and integrations with 600+ technologies in our Software Intelligence Hub

A track record of recognition and results

“Dynatrace has given us back so much time — we’re now able to truly focus on innovation and doing cool things.”

Kroger

“Dynatrace is one of the best solutions we’ve ever deployed; it gives us answers to absolutely everything.”

U-Haul

• Named a Leader in the 2022 Gartner® Magic Quadrant™ for APM and Observability report, positioned with the furthest overall position for Completeness of Vision.

• Scored highest across 4 of 6 use cases in the 2022 Gartner® Critical Capabilities for APM and Observability report.

• Named a Leader with the top overall position in cloud-native observability and a Leader in cloud-native security in the 2022 ISG Provider Lens™ Cloud-Native Services and Solutions report.

• Named Leader in the 2022 GigaOm Radar for Observability Solutions report.

As digital transformation accelerates, the explosion of data and complexity that comes with moving to the cloud is increasingly challenging for organizations to manage. Dynatrace exists to make the world’s software work perfectly. Our unified platform empowers organizations with answers and intelligent automation from data, enabling them to provide flawless and secure digital interactions. That is why the world’s largest organizations trust the Dynatrace platform to deliver “cloud done right.”